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Kingly Explorer Camp

INTRODUCTION
Resting comfortably in the heart of the Greater Kruger’s
Big 5 territory amidst the dense mopane woodlands in the
GDP Reserve, sits the charming and rustic Kingly Explorer
Camp. Designed for the true wilderness explorer, this
intimate camp holds great appeal for safari-enthusiasts
who want to immerse themselves in an authentic back-toroots style safari experience.
Kingly focuses on activities and experiences, introducing
adventurers to the rugged outdoor lifestyle while never
comprising on comfort. Typical bushveld surrounds provide
a haven for elephant and buffalo, which are regularly
spotted around camp.
A mosaic of drainage lines and undulating rocky terrain
laden with Mica hills provides ample den sites for big cat
predators. Two professionally led game drives a day open
up a world of opportunities to observe big game on the
3000-hectare traverse, while the unique Olifants River boat
cruise with drinks and snacks provides a unique way to
see the Kruger.
4 Meru-style tents overlook a small but busy waterhole,
while the main area provides the perfect place to catch-up
in the rustic dining or bar area. Raised lantern-lined
wooden walkways weave their way through camp, joining
the main area to the tents.
Nights are spent lounging around the fire pit in the boma
area around a crackling campfire, chatting about recent
sightings. During the sizzling summer months, guests can
take a refreshing dip in the small splash pool.
Follow our explorer’s trail with African Retreats and walk in
the footsteps of the true adventurers from a bygone era.
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AT A GLANCE
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Situated in the GDP Reserve, a Big 5 region in Greater
Kruger
An unbeatable rustic bushveld experience
A true Kruger bush camp
Opportunity to experience a land and water-based
safari, unique to the Kruger
Homecooked bush-style cuisine with local flavours
Game Drives traverse 3000 ha around the Olifants
River
Soulful camp designed to evoke the ancient explorer
spirit within
Thriving waterhole in front of camp
Sublime boat cruise on the Olifants River combined
with game drive (additional cost)
Two game drives a day included
Elevated walkways provide a sense of protection from
the wild
Splash pool and seating area
Sundowner and coffee stops on the banks of the
Olifants River
Simple bushveld style fire pit area

FACILITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
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•
•
•
•
•

4 sturdy Meru-style tents, sleeping 2 people in total
Tents on raised wooden platforms with balconies
Beds are twins, but can be pushed together to make a
double
Tea and coffee station in the main area
Standing fans
Bedside tables
Hot water bottles for the winter months
Solar lights
En suite bathrooms with showers and flush toilets
Dining area and kitchen
Small lounge in the main area
WiFi in main area
Small fire pit area surrounded by canvas safari chairs
Splash pool on-site with decking and seating area
No under 12s (unless you book the camp exclusively)

ACTIVITIES

DAILY SCHEDULE

Daily game drives

A typical day at Kingly Explorer Camp begins with an
early morning wake-up call, coffee and an activity.
During the winter months morning game drives begin
later and evening drives start earlier. Guests opting for
activity packages will have a slightly different schedule.
The below is the standard safari schedule included in
the rate, without any boat cruises and optional extras
added.

Game drives take place across 3000 hectares of terrain
in the GDP Reserve. Drives traverse typical savanna
landscapes and the river frontage area of the Olifants
River. Morning game drives depart before sunrise to
catch predators at their most active. Drives last for about
3 hours and include a coffee stop. Evening game drives
follow the same format but depart late afternoon and stop
for sundowners. Two game drives a day are included in
the rate.

•
•

Boat cruise and game drive

•

A boat cruise in the Kruger is an unusual, yet worthwhile
activity in the area. The cruise is takes place on the
Olifants River and is at an additional extra cost. Guest
can arrange for sundowners and snacks while on the
cruise. Included is a 1-hour game drive to the private
gate/entry point to the river cruise.

•
•
•
•
•

Bush walks
Bush walks can be arranged if travelling as a group or
upon special request. Bush walks aren’t included in the
rate, but Kingly is flexible.
Other activities include:
•
•
•

Sundowners in the bush
Bird watching
Photography

* Option to book tours in the surrounding area as part of
an activities + accommodation package *

05h00 – Wake-up call
05h30 – Quick coffee, rusks , fruits , yoghurt and cereal
and depart for activity
08h30 - 09h00 - Return to camp and enjoy a hearty
breakfast
12h30 - Lunch
15:00 – Cheese board and high tea
16h00 – Depart for afternoon/night game drive
19h00 to 20h00 – Return to camp
20h00 – Dinner followed by stargazing while sitting
around the fire pit
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LOCATION

GENERAL TRAVEL INFORMATION

Kingly Explorer Camp is located in the GDP Reserve
which is close to the Balule Nature Reserve and Grietjie
Nature Reserve. Forming part of the Greater Kruger, the
GDP offers abundant opportunities to spot the Big 5.

Malaria

Occupying territory of 3000 hectares close to the
perennial Olifants River, Kingly offers the best of both
savannah and riverfront habitats. In addition, the
undulating landscapes laden with rocky outcrops and
Mica hills provide plenty of den sites for big cats.

GETTING THERE
Guests need to make their way to the Grietjie Balule
Gate where they will be met by a representative who will
escort them to camp. The meeting and arrival time
needs to be arranged the night/day before and a
high-clearance vehicle is needed if self-driving.

The reserve is a low-risk malaria area. It is best to consult
your local Doctor for advice prior to travel. The type of
medication needed for the Kruger area is usually Malarone
or Doxycyclineor Melfloquine. Mosquitoes are more
prevalent in the wet, warmer season. Mosquito repellent
and creams are also great preventative measures.
Weather
The average mean rainfall for the year is 350mm, with
most rainfall occurring during mid-summer (November –
February). The rainfall generally occurs in the form of
thunderstorms where a downpour is experienced, and
very seldom lasts longer than a few hours.
The mean average maximum temperatures range from
24.5°C in July to 31.5°C in January with the mean monthly
minimum occurring in July at a temperature of 8.5°C.

Fly into Hoedspruit Airport (Eastgate Airport) and either
self-drive or road transfer to the gate. The distance is
roughly 50 km from the centre of Hoedspruit. Continue
on the R40 and take the Grietjie Balule turn off (it is well
signposted) and drive to the Grietjie Balule gate. Sign-in
at the gate and the team will meet you.
Fly into Phalaborwa Airport (Hendrick van Eck
Airport) and either self-drive or road transfer to camp,
which is about 25km away. Continue on the R40 and
take the Grietjie Balule turn off (it is well signposted)
and drive to the Grietjie Balule gate. Sign-in at the gate
and the team will meet you.
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WILDLIFE

WHAT TO PACK

During the dry season the vegetation is sparse and
wildlife congregates around watering holes. In the wet
season the vegetation is dense and wildlife is more
dispersed. Expect to see the big five over the course of a
3 night stay.

During the summer months the weather can be hot and
sticky, so you may want to pack a few different outfits.

In addition to the big five, wildlife that’s regularly sighted
includes giraffe, zebra, warthog, spotted hyena, baboon,
hippo, impala, kudu, vervet monkey, waterbuck,
wildebeest, bushbaby, mongoose, duiker and steenbok.
Around camp, elephants and buffaloes are often seen.
You might also see wild dog, cheetah, honey badger,
porcupine, aardvark, civet, caracal and serval. Birds to
spot include are vultures, owls, bee-eaters, rollers,
eagles, bustards, hornbills, starlings and shrikes.

GAME DRIVE VEHICLES
On game drives you are able to get a lot closer to big
game than you would in a national park. The animals are
generally habituated to the vehicle. This means that they
are used to the vehicle approaching them and know that
it never causes them harm. This enables to you to get
within five to 10 metres of the large animals – and safely!
All game drives are conducted in open 4x4 Toyota Land
Cruisers or Land Rovers.

We recommend the following:
•

Comfortable walking shoes

•

Sun hat, sunglasses and sunblock

•

Cameras and binoculars

•

Light, neutral coloured clothing

•

Bathing suit

•

Warm jackets essential in winter (May –Oct)

•

Beanie and gloves – the mornings are cold during
winter

